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Insight
US base oil market likely flat in H2 following H1 increases
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The second half of this year is not showing price trends in
crude oil or in demand activity that offer much likelihood
that the US base oil market can copy a period of price
increases that prevailed in the first half of the year.
The following graph shows the 2019 price trend for West
Texas Intermediate (WTI), Louisiana Light Sweet (LLS)
and vacuum gas oil (VGO) alongside a Group II base oil
market price trend.
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In the second and third quarters, export spot options
sagged and this factor is setting a pace for slower base
oil prospects during the second half of the year.
Contracted exports are routinely transacting, but
moving spot cargoes slowed in May/June and did not
substantially improve in July and early August.
One reason for this appears to be a lack of understanding
from foreign buyers about the higher base oil prices in
the US, with reluctance on the part of some to accept the
higher offers while sellers are not interested in lowering
the offer levels.
The following graph shows WTI, LLS and VGO price
trends compared with an export Group II base oil 200/220
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viscosity price trend. Note the Group II export price trend
is well below the VGO trend.
Crude oil prices have fallen back into the low $50s/bbl
and many global economies are not faring well in 2019.
Uncertainties developing from back and forth tariff
blusters and realities generated between the US and
China are playing a role in the global conditions. The
never-ending saga of Brexit is not a helpful aspect.
Speaking earlier this year at the KPMG Global Energy
Conference in Houston, Texas, Rex Tillerson, former US
Secretary of State, was asked for views on the US-China
trade relations.
Tillerson said: “I think we are in an unprecedented period
of supply stability and supply wealth because of what is
happening largely in the United States.” He added “what
causes more concern is a demand side”, referring to the
global economy and how participants are becoming more
risk averse than in the past.
Tillerson’s views on Europe were sharp. The speaker
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said: “Europe has been stuck in neutral for a long as I
can remember, and I do not see anything on the horizon
that will put it into gear.”
“The global economy in general has people on edge,”
Tillerson said.
For base oils entering the second half of the year, in the
Americas there is domestic stability and an improved
supply/demand fundamentals balance, particularly in
Group II and III.
How Group II demand holds up given the stalled export
market is a factor going forward for that base oil group.
There is little question that Group III demand is strong
and likely to continue to gain strength forward into 2020.
A good deal of discussion is growing on advanced engine
designs needed to meet requirements ranging from growing
interest in electric vehicles by OEMs (Original Equipment

Manufacturers) to commercial viability for autonomous
vehicles. These factors promote commensurate advances
in the motor oils needed to serve those designs. The
advanced engines and the vehicles they activate are not
frictionless. They will need lubes.
The second half of 2019 also brings the industry to
the brink of the International Marine Organization (IMO)
low sulphur limits – a probable game-changer for the
fuels and lubricants industries insofar as marine work
is concerned.
Different views are being heard regarding the IMO’s effort
for 2020, ranging from “it will all be handled well”, to “this
is going to be challenging’ to ‘game-changer”.
The remainder of the third quarter of 2019 is not likely
to mirror the boosted second quarter for the US base oil
market. It is likely to slide into a flat performance profile
as the third quarter completes and the fourth quarter
heralds a challenging new decade.
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